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The Reflection of Fairfield

Convocation 2015: The Class
of Global Citizenship
BY DANICA CEBALLOS

watched before convocation. She

Jesuit values provided and ability to be

explained that they gave a "mes-

involved in the school both through

sage of the big picture," that we are
"living in exceptional times." Li went

classes and other activities.
Kaitlin McEwan '15 stated, "It

year's theme, encouraging the

on to state that the lessons to be

was a very inspiring speech that made

student body to take advantage of

taken from the videos are the ability

me think about what I was going to do

opportunities to promote change

of students to connect to ideas of

during my time at Fairfield. I learned

and work towards global peace.

responsible global citizenship.

how I can be a global citizen."

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

"World's Imagined" is this

Fr. Paul Fitzgerald, Senior Vice
President for Academic Affairs,

In orderto better realize their

Kelan McDonnell '15 claimed
that "Professor Li's speech on

began Convocation by welcoming

ability to work towards global citizenship, Li asked students to partake in

the class of 2015. Michael Doody,

a self-examination in which there are

however, the whole event seemed

SJ., director of Campus Ministry,

three steps. The first step involves

thrown together and disorganized

said the Invocation, and Charlie

and that distracted me from the

Knights, FUSA President, gave a

recognizing that students are already
global citizens. The second step is to

welcoming speech ending. Fr. von

take personal actions to make a differ-

Arx, President of Fairfield University, introduced speaker Danke Li,
Associate Professor of History.
In her speech, Professor Li
addressed the videos that were to be

CT Post Contributed Photo
Freshmen students finally move into their dorms on September 6, 2011.

Hurricane Reflection

global citizenship was very nice;

BY DANICA CEBALLOS
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

overall experience."

to ensure the safety of students
remaining here.
Students have complained

Poems were then read by two

The first day of school came

about extra work during this first

ence. This involves taking courses on

members of the class of 2014. The

four days late. Fall Welcome was

week of classes and panic among

campus that one is passionate about,
as well as joining clubs and making

class of 2015 was given their class gift

shortened from four to two days,

teachers, but because only a few

of globe stress balls symbolizing that

and the whole student body

days of class were missed there

a difference in the smaller commu-

they have the world in the palm of

was asked to move in within 48

will be no change in the overall

nity. The third step is gratitude forthe

their hands.

hours; however, a week after the

school year schedule. Although

start of school, Fairfield has re-

professors may need to adjust

turned to normal after Hurricane

their syllabi, in years past school

Irene's attack on the northeast.

did not begin until after Labor

During the hurricane,

Day. This cushion allowed

precautions were taken by ask-

leeway for the cancellation of the

ing students already living on

first four days of school.

campus to evacuate. Resident

ricane with faculty and staff,

and certain athletic teams were
allowed to remain on campus.
Other than those few exceptions,

almost all commented on the •

Fairfield University was unoc-

and administration. Because

cupied.

Tom McKiver/Photo Editor

successful flexibility and communication between students
many students seem unsure as

Although maintenance

Students sitting on Bellarmine Lawn listening to Prof. Danke Li at the Fall 2011 Convocation Ceremony.

When discussing the hur-

Assistants, First Year Mentors,

to where different groups on

had already prepared for Fall

campus stand on the effects of

Welcome, they were asked to

the hurricane, key faculty and

remove and put away all decora-

staff gave their input on the re-

tions around campus. They

sponse to the hurricane, its im-

worked around the clock to

pact on move-in, and the steps

clean and care forthe school,

being taken to move forward

even during heavy winds and

from this minor setback.

rain. In addition, upper level
administration slept on campus

CONTINUED mm
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New Permit Parking Rules Not Much of a Perk
BY LIZ KOUBEK

under "Parking Registration" as

NEWS EDITOR

well as in the Public Safety office located in the Lower Level

Excitement. Freedom. Convenience.

of Loyola Hall.
The option to register a

These are the adjectives
one would think to associ-

vehicle is only permitted to
Juniors and Seniors on campus.

ate with having their car on

Neither Freshmen nor Sopho-

campus. To some extent that

mores are allowed to register

assumption is correct; however,

their car for any reason, nor are

along with the sense of freedom

Juniors nor Seniors allowed to

also comes a list of rules.

register underclassmen in their

"Parking is such a sensitive
area, it's important we get the
information out as our traffic en-

name. If they do so, their parking privileges can be revoked.
Once students have com-

forcement efforts begin shortly,"

pleted the registration process

said the Associate Director of

they will receive a sticker repre-

Public Safety Frank J. Ficko.

senting which parking lot they

Starting Friday September

are permitted to use. Details

16, 2011 all vehicles must be

explaining this further can be

registered with the University.

found at Fairfield.edu/parking.
Diagram Courtesy of Public Safety

Registration costs $120 and
must be completed on Stagweb

PARKING

I ms 2

"Gold Zone" parking at the Village is reserved for Seniors only. Seniors are permitted to park in the Quick
Center lot (0-1) east end only (see diagram)," according to Ficko.
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Hurricane Irene Bashes the Beach

Page 2

Permit
Parking on
Campus
CONTINUTED FROM PG. 1

Cathy Zuraw / Connecticut Post Contributed Photo
Fairfield Beach Road home that fell into Pine Creek in Fairfield, Connecticut during Hurricane Irene on August 28.2011.
BY CHELSEA WHITTEMORE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Fairfield University's senior
beach residents weren't the
only ones preparing for move-in
week. After Hurricane Irene's
arrival, seniors were disappointed about a delayed start to
their final year of college. Students worried about potential
damage to their long-awaited
beach houses, but thankfully
the housing surrounding The
Point had been cleaned up by
move-in time.
Far down the west end
of Fairfield Beach Road, the
sight is not as pretty. It looks
like a war zone. The sounds
of the waves crashing and the
smells of the beach remain
the same, but the houses and
street surrounding are left
highly damaged.
Senior Amanda Sharpe,
whose house was damaged,
reported that she had "a broken
window" and that her "basement flooded, resulting in a
broken furnace."

The west end community
concerned with the ramificaof the beach is private property
tions the storm would have on
and insurance will not cover the
the students who reside in the
damage. The neighbors have
beach area.
been chipping in to recover the
"After the storm the University communicated that
area, according to a resident of
students who were living in
the neighborhood.
the beach area should con"[One] house is bad enough
you can see inside," said Sharpe,
tact their landlord to find
"but if you take
out the cona closer look
ditions of
"The storm left over
around the
their house
area, you will
14,000 residents remain- after the
actually find an
storm," said
ing without power../'
Assistant
entire house
-News 8 Director of
was washed
away"
Residence
Life, Nathan
Both Pine
Creek and the Long Island
Lubich.
Sound surround these beach
The Office of Residence
properties, making them susLife offered limited temporary
housing to students who may
ceptible to flood damage during
have needed a home after the
inclement weather.
storm hit Fairfield. This also
According to News 8, "the
storm left over 14,000 residents
played a huge role in deciding
remaining without power and
to push the first day of classes
from September 1 to Septemplaced 70 people in the shelter
ber 6.
at the Fairfield Ludlowe High
"Thankfully, little damSchool."
age was caused to student
Fairfield University's
rental housing," Lubich said.
Office of Resident Life was

Lubich's acted as a contact
and resource for students who
were released to live off-campus.
Many students living down
at the beach faced minor damages, delayed move-in dates
and flooding.
A Fairfield senior living at
the beach is rumored to have
faced major damage to her
house but was advised to not
talk about the situation until an
agreement with her landlord
had been reached.
A beach resident from
Arizona, McKenzie Naylor, said,
"I made date specific plans to
move in but I couldn't on time
due to the storm. I had to find a
place to crash for a few nights."
"On Tuesday morning
after the storm, the jetty next
to my house was completely
covered in my neighbors'
porches," said Michael Moulton, a senior who was about
to gain an extra week without
school due to the move in
staying the same.

Ficko also wanted to
emphasize this years security. The guest policy will be
strictly enforced requiring
students to register their
guests 24 hours prior via the
registration form and are
only allowed two guests at
a time.
"(Students are) expected
to greet their guests upon
arrival to campus and know
their whereabouts at all
times. They are responsible
for the conduct of their
guests and assume all responsibility for their behavior," said Ficko.
All of these rules may
seem redundant and inconvenient; however, Frank
Ficko and the rest of the
Public Safety staff want the
student body to be safe and
aware of the rules around
campus to make everyone's
year a little less stressful.
They also ask students to
keep their Stagcard with
them at all times.
To make the start of
this year not only exciting
but also successful, the
Public Safety staff ask the
students to read the rules
and follow them as closely
as they can.
If you want any more
information, call the Public
Safety office and speak to
MaryAnn DeMasi ext. 2145
or go online to Fairfield.
edu/parking.
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DiMenna Updates Movie Accessibility
BY COURTNEY TODD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

film collection by 50% since last
year.
"Having films only in the

For many years, the DiMen-

A Roman Holiday

and even documentaries. Bahr

BY BRENDAN SPEARING

my heart throughout the years of

wanted to make sure there was an

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

my Jesuit ministry," Blaszczak said.

even balance that could appeal to

library felt limited. Streaming is

Page 3

Blaszczak will be missed

all kinds of students on campus.

the future," said Reference and

greatly here at the University, as he

DiMenna-Nyselius also hosts

was just appointed to Vice Presi-

na-Nyselius library has had a

Media Librarian Philip Bahr when

a broad range of CD's that stu-

number of films for students to

asked why he made the decision
to go digital.

dents can take out as well. From

he will also be missed well beyond

classical and jazz to the popular

the gates of the University.

rent out, usually a mix of academic and feature films. Starting this
year, the number of films available has risen significantly.
Now that we are all living in

Even with all of the online

dent for Mission and Identity, but

hits of today, there is something

options made accessible, there

Some of the other people

for everyone.

are still a large number of films in

who will miss Fr. Blaszczak the

All films are available for rent

most are other religious com-

the library.The collection in the

for any student. Students can rent

munities that he worked with in

the digital age, DiMenna-Nyselius

library used to be on the bot-

out no more than two movies at

the metropolitan area such as the

has taken new steps in boosting

tom floor, getting little attention

a time for up to a week, and up

Father Gerald Blaszczak, S.J. in front

Greek Orthodox, Islam and Jewish

their collection by purchasing

and leaving quite a few students

to three CD's at a time for up to a

of Egan Chapel on Fairfield University.

communities.

academic On Demand films

unaware of their presence.

week. Streaming of On Demand

that students can look up in the

This year Bahr made the

films is unlimited, and it is all

library's catalog or database. Stu-

decision to move the increased

dents can then stream these films

film collection to the first floor to

online ,whether it be for leisure or

remind students of the plethora of

academic purposes.

films for rent here too.

With the On Demand films

free.
So, before signing up for Net-

While some of the timeless

Blaszczak, who joined the
The Superior General of the

Society in 1967, studied Classics

Society of Jesus, Rev. Adolfo Nico-

at Fordham University. He spent

las, S J, has called Father Gerald

his junior year studying at Phil-

flix or buying that DVD at Target,

Blaszczak, S.J. to Rome. Blaszczak,

osophische Hochschule Berchmanskolleg in Pullach, Germany.

students may want to remember

the University Chaplin and town-

to try the library first or their on-

house resident Jesuit, will be tak-

He then moved on to receive his

available online, the library now

classics are still here, the updated

line database because you might

ing over the position of Secretary

Ph.D. in New Testament and Early

has over 6,000 academic films

collection boasts a wide range

be surprised at what you find.

for the Service of Faith.

and has increased their entire

of films from features to indies

Church History from Harvard
University.

In a recent interview, Fr. Paul
Holland, S.J. pointed out that this
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A member of Phi Beta Kappa
and a Danforth Fellow, he has

ing, "Secretary, in Roman Vatican

taught at Le Moyne College,

terms, is a prestigious one, similar

Syracuse, N.Y.; Hekima College in

to our Secretary of State."

Nairobi, Kenya and in the The-

Once Blaszczak starts his

* c *'

■MINI

is a very prestigious position say-

if

University, among other places.

Service of Faith he will assume the

Blaszczak, who speaks half a dozen

responsibility of promoting dia-

languages, does not speak Italian

logue and reflection on the rela-

so he will be in language school

tionship between faith and reason,

until December.

culture and moral issues, and also

Kelly Pierce/Assistant Photo Editor

Fr. Holland compared him to

between the Church and society.

St. Ignatius back in school studying

Also, he will be working with the

once more. "Of course he will be

six Conferences of the Society

enormously missed," Holland says.
"He'll be missed for his work in the
townhouses, he will be missed as a
member in the Jesuit community

worldwide on Ignatian Spirituality
and pastoral work.
"I am eager to be involved in
The new movie section on the ground floor of DiMenna-Nyselius library.

ology Department at Fordham

new position as Secretary for the

projects which I deem so valuable

and mostly he'll be missed within

and which have been so close to

the university."

Looking Back After Irene: Hurricane Reflection
CONTINUTED FROM PG. 1
Lt. John Ritchie. Assistant

important role in preparing

decisions for the safety of stu-

to open school and welcome

dents and their families being

students.

that many are from the eastern

Director of Public Safety
Programs student chairs,

I witnessed very dedi-

all the right decisions were

first year mentors, orien-

cated employees working hard

made. Postponing move in

tation leaders, orienta-

around the clock to prepare for

allowed us time to assess the

tion support team, and

the beginning of the year.

aftermath and best prepare

residence assistants for

for openings. Again, we were

creating a phenomenal two

fortunate here on campus,

day program. We had one

erations Assistant. University

but if you head down Fair-

of the smoothest move-in

Activities

field Beach Road you will see

days.

Suzanne Neubauer. Op-

of First Year Experience Pro-

days of classes on campus

gram

poning gave more preparation

spreading out a schedule in

time.

different environments.
It was not a loss but a change.

We were inconvenienced
by loss of power, but there
could have been much more
damage.

Registrar

a lot of credit. They cared
for all the little things that
people don't really see.
They worked for the safety

Although Hurricane Irene

of students and recreated a

caused many obstacles for

it could have been.

email and phones. The post-

Maintenance deserves
Allison Maguire. Co-Chair

from the storm. We lost two
which is extremely minor,
considering how devastating

was able to be notified through

important aspects while

Robert Russo. University

some homes, and families,
that will have lasting affect

It was great that everyone
New Student Programs
created a schedule that held

coast.
Kudos to New Student

In hindsight, I think

that stayed.

successful opening.

chairs, it gave FYMs an opporKamala Kiem. Director of

tunity to bond as a team.

Karen Donoghue. Dean of

New Student Programs

Students
Kristen Rydberg. Loyola

Changing Fall Welcome

Mark Reed of Crisis Man-

Hall Residence Assistant

from four to two days elimi-

agement brought us together

nated many opportunities
of transition for the fresh-

I think they handled it well
by sending everyone home and

several times to adjust the plan.

men. Activities such as

necessary precautions were

veloped. There was continual

FYE kick-off day, academic

taken. Thankfully, it wasn't as
bad as presumed.

feedback to give information to

adjustment period, and the

It was well-executed and de-

the correct people involved.

Bystanders Program had to
be eliminated or postponed.
The FYMs were privi-

The people who stayed on

Tyler McClain. Program
Coordinator. University Ac-

campus demonstrated their

tivities

desire to help the institution
and ensure the safety of the

leged to remain on campus.
This privilege identified their
,4^14* 4 itt* 4 *4ti4 ' « .#-4 -4
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Mike Dominguez/Hearst Connecticut Media Group/ CT Post Contributed Photo
Upperclassmen at Fairfield University help Freshmen move in to the dorms.
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Campus Crime Beat
Tuesday, 9/6 1:08 a.m.
Two students, including a female, were hospitalized
after an incident of aggravated assault occurred in
the quad outside Regis Hall. Both parties involved in the fight, which allegedly began with a racial slur, have been
identified and referred to the Dean of
Students. This incident is still under
investigation.

Tuesday, 9/6 2:35 a.m.
Four students were discovered near the
baseball field in an area from which an
odor of marijuana was emanating. One
student, who had an outstanding warrant for an off-campus drug-related offense, was arrested by Fairfield Police.

Wednesday, 9/7 10:10 a.m.
DPS discovered a fake I.D. in a wallet left in the
BCC.The wallet was returned to its rightful owner
and the owner was referred to the Dean of Students.

Wednesday, 9/7 3:27 p.m.
A parking complaint was made to DPS after a student attempted to reserve himself a parking space
outside 47 Mahan Road. The orange traffic cone he
used was confiscated.

V

Mirror Picks of
the Week!
Wednesday September 14First Mirror meeting of the
year at 7 p.m. in the office
intheLLBCC!

Thursday, 9/8 8:53 p.m.
An individual who was issued a trespass warning
hours earlier was identified and arrested. The student said to be hosting the individual was referred to the Dean
of Students.

Thursday September 15Zarkana Cirque du Soleil
performance - bus leaves
at 4:30 p.m.
Buy your tickets at the Info
Desk!

Friday, 9/9 11:30 p.m.
A student yelled profanities at
DPS officers during a crowd
disbursement. The student was
found to not have I.D. in their
possession and was referred to
the Dean of Students.

Saturday, 9/10 12:40 a.m.
RA's in a residence hall reported an odor of marijuana. Further DPS investigation yielded
the discovery of a narcotic substance and paraphernalia. A citation to the Dean of
Students and an arrest was made.

Tuesday, 9/13 12:41 a.m.
A non-student was arrested and had their car impounded after running a stop sign on Loyola Drive
and prompting DPS investigation. The driver was
found to be driving under the influence with an
open container of alcohol and was operating a motor vehicle with a suspended license resulting from
a DUI violation in August.

Friday September 16Friday Night Out @ the
Quick (in the Black Box
Theatre) at 8 p.m. featuring
Spanglish Fly, a Latin soul/
bugalu band.
Saturday September 17"Don't Forget the Lyrics!"
karaoke game at 9 p.m. at
the Levee.
Sunday September 18Men's Rugby Game vs.
Seton Hall at 1 p.m at Lt.
Hans Grauert Memorial

Field.

Mirror Meeting- 7:00 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS

Every Wednesday

Go to www.fairfieldmirror.com to place your ad for as low as $10!

Lower BCC
Free Pizza
Bring a Friend

PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for
more information at info@fairfieldmirror.com

WANT TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED?
EMAIL
ADVERTISING®
FAIRFIELDMIRROR.
COM

WRITERS WANTED. Section editors are looking
for students to write on a weekly basis. E-mail
Executive Editor info@fairfieldmirror.com

Honda 1988 GL1500 motorbike for free, If
Interested contact Brown.Tracy42@gmail.com

Story Deadline 6 p.m. Sunday

CORRECTIONS BOX
There are no corrections! Hooray for
the first issue.

See an error? email info@fairfieldmirror.com
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Who Are They Now?

14,2011

Bookstore Round 3

• The Vice President for
NEWS STAFF

BY LUIGI DIMEGLIO

Administration, Dr. Mark Reed,
will now be in charge of Human

Over the summer, a number
of structural changes were been

Resources and Legal Affairs, in
addition to still being in charge of

made to the administration at

Page 5

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Perhaps the most exciting

field U. students, will be relocated
to the new Post Road location.

Facilities Management, Athletics,

thing about the new Fairfield
University bookstore will be the

Fairfield. In a note sent to faculty

Public Safety, auxiliary services

element of surprise.

and staff members, President Jef-

and campus operations. Reed will
also work as the Chief of Staff to
President von Arx.

On July 6th, 2011 Fairfield University made a press release dis-

an employee of the bookstore, I
wouldn't want to move down. I

frey von Arx, S J. outlined the new
positions and the staff members
filling them, all of which became

Fairfield.edu
Dean of Student, Karen Donoghue

effective on September 1.

don't have a car, and having to rely

cussing plans for the new Univer-

on the bus to take me to work on

sity-affiliated store and cafe with

time doesn't see worth it."

details about some of its expected

•A new position will be

Thomas Shea'14 said, "As

Certain to move off-campus

• Filling Dr. Pellegrino's place

merchandise and amenities. Many

created to integrate a number of

as Dean of Students will be Karen

questions remain, however, about

required for classes at Fairfield- a

different departments. The Senior

Donoghue, who will be replaced in

how the plan will come to fruition
by early next month.

detail that Barbara Farell, Man-

are the thousands of textbooks

Vice President for Strategic Initia-

Residence Life by Ophelie Rowe-

tives, a position that has not yet

Allen. Donoghue noted that her tran-

been filled, will combine strategic

sition to her new position has been

being coordinated by University of-

planning, enrollment manage-

going smoothly thus far. She said that

ficials and Follett Higher Education

ment, marketing and communi-

she hopes to "continue to be an ad-

Group, a cooperation responsible

here to get their textbooks. It's

cations, institutional research,

vocate and ambassador for Fairfield

and new business strategy and

University students while upholding

for the management of 930 bookstores nationwide.

so convenient for everybody,"
Farell said. "Now they're moving

development.
• The Vice President of Mission and Identity position is now

ager of the BCC University Bookstore, knows will have a visible
impact on her place of work.
"All the students come

Fairfield.edu
Vice President of Student Affairs, Dr.

The University bookstore in
the BCC, which has been run by

the textbooks downtown. So yes,

to be an approachable Dean who

Thomas Pellegrino.

people view as fair and just."

Follett for almost 50 years, will

we'll see how it rolls out."

In his note to faculty and staff,
President von Arx said that he is "con-

it is not clear if it will continue to

sity community from President

open, due to Fr. Gerry Blasczcak's call to service in Rome. In
the meantime, his work will be

• Dr.Thomas Pellegrino, who

split and overseen by other staff
members.

The planning for the store is

the University code of conduct. I hope

remain at its current location, yet

it's an all new adventure and
An e-mail sent to the univer-

fident that with these leaders in place,
Fairfield University is ready to meet

stock the same items as it does

had previously worked as the Dean

now. A future of coffee, lectures,

Jeffrey P. von Arx S.J. did make clear
that the new store will in part be

of Students, will now be the Vice

the challenges we face."

events, and expanded item variety

established with the intentions of

President for Student Affairs. This

is promised at the Post Road loca-

bringing a greater University pres-

position will involve overseeing

tion, while a vague, minimized

ence to the Fairfield community.

the Office of the Dean of Students,

existence for the BCC store is all

Campus Ministry, Career Planning

that is suggested from the University press release.

First Selectman of Fairfield,
Michael Tetreau, said about the

Center, Health Center, Counseling
and Psychological Services, Resi-

No oversight of or contribu-

dence Life, New Student Programs,

tion to the expansion has yet been

Student Diversity Programs, Recreation, and University Activities.
Fairfield.edu
Vice President of Administration Dr,.
Mark Reed.

done by the current on-campus
Fairfield.edu
Interim Director of Residence Life,
Ophelie Rowe-Allen

bookstore staff. Also, there has

plan, "I'm thrilled about the
University coming to downtown
Fairfield and the strengthening
of our bond."
The off-campus goals and

been no indication of whether or

benefits have been highlighted

not any of the on-campus book-

while the on-campus outcomes are
still yet to be known.

store staff, many of which are Fair-
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Fairfield Train Station
Northbound Side
FREE DELIVERY

fke ^auti (DoCvfiin
offers everything you
couidwant in a pizza
ytace and more ^
Have the cCosest tfiina
to <hfew York Vizza in
u
TairfieG£
THE MIRROR, BEST OF FAIRFIELD.
BEST PIZZA. DECEMBER 2000.
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Want to be a writer?
Interested in Photography?
Want to see your work
published across campus?

Come Join
HE

MIRROR

Meetings are held every Wednesday at 7 p.m.
in our office in the LL BCC!
Make the most of your
college years-for less.

Fairfield
^UNIVERSITY

Career Comer

EMPLOYER APPLICATION DEADLINES:
Priceline.com
Hotel Rate Analyst
09/15/2011
MorganStan!eySmithBamey(Westchester}
Internship
09/15/2011
Legg Mason
Sales Service Associate (MBA.MS)
09/15/2011
O'Donnell 8 Associates
Social Media & Marketing Intern
09/16/2011
Goldman Sachs
2011 Fall Consortium
09/18/2011
People's United Bank
Commercial Lending (MBA,MS)
09/22/2011
Oppenheimer & Co.
Analyst
09/23/2011
Be sure to visit Experience frequently for the latest position announcements.
Visit http://faafield.experience.com

Get 20% OFF all full-price EMS® brand items
and 15% OFF all full-price national brand items.
Must show valid college ID. Exclusions may apply; visit store for details.

Turnpike Shopping Center
203-334-7006

The Levee

Experience (eRecruittng)
Thursday, September 15

4:00-5:00p.m.

Career Planning Kelley Center

Resumes and Cover Letters
Wednesday, September 21

4:00-5:00p.m.

Career Planning Kelley Center

PROGRAMS:

College Students

Fairfield

WORKSHOPS:
"Brewing Up A Good Resume"
Wednesday, September 14
6:00-7:00p.m.

4*

EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS

Sophomore Success Information Session
Monday, September 19
5:30-7:00p.m. Kelley Center Presentation Rm
A program for sophomores interested in getting ahead start in preparing for their
careers.
Law School Admissions Panel
Tueasday, September 20
4:00-5:00p.m. Kelley Center Presentation Rm
Hear from Admission Director's about the law school application process and what
schools look for in identifying potential candidates. Open to all students considering
Law School.
DROP IN HOURS:
Fridays 9:00-12:00p.m. and 1:30-4:00p.m.
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info@fairfieldmirror.com.
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Wave Goodbye to Beach Property

Thumbs Up/
Thumbs Down

Worth It?
Mikaela Tierney |
Gabriella Tutino |

Executive Editor

Editor-in-Chief

Charlotte Adinolfi|

Managing Editor

Martin O'Sullivanl

Opinion Editor

The move back to Fairfield at the
beginning of the school year is always heralded by new changes - some for better,
some for worse.This year, students were

• Extra week of summer,
thanks to delayed movein.

welcomed back with new signs labeling
each building across campus, including
the three new residence halls. In addition, we FINALLY have paved pathways
from Loyola Hall to the BCC. It's about
time they acknowledged that even if they

• Finally good water
pressure in Mclnnes.

reseed the grass to discourage foot traffic,
we're STILL going to take the most direct
path to where we need to go, whether
it's paved or not. Kudos to Fairfield for
making a simple but fantastic (and long-

Vincent Ferrer/The Mirror
Do you think the recent damage to the beach will further jeopardize an already shrinking beach-living program?

awaited) change.

Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.

Despite the positive addition of new

• The first Mirror meeting of the year!

signs to campus buildings, they seem to

Blackout Darkens the
Truth About Move-in

have forgotten a few - where are the signs
telling us where we're allowed park? With
all of these new parking changes, it's still
frustrating that there are no signs informing students while they attempt to correctly
park in the confusing lots, especially at the
Quick Center.We don't want to get ticketed
due to a confusingly highlighted map that's
meant to explain our parking restrictions.
With the extra money we're being charged
to have a car on campus - $120 for the year,
up from $80 in previous years - you'd think

Associate Director of Residence
BY LUIGI DIMEGLIO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

If you were on Facebook on

the University would have enough money to
put up some informative signs.. .but we've

August 30th - well, of course you
were, what other way would you
have vented your anger about

yet to see them.

Fairfield's decision to postpone

As forthejuniors lucky enough to be
living in the apartments at51 Mclnhesand
47 Mahan, they get to pay the same price to

move-in day?
Statuses of students from

use the facilities they had waited

Life, first listed "continued uncer-

so long and paid so much for, it

tainty about the full restoration

would have been appropriate to

of power to campus and the sur-

keep the student body informed.

rounding area" as the university's

In addition, some of the students

motive for the move-in postpone-

who did not have running water
at home would have been more
than happy to move on campus

ment.
An email sent the next day

"I was very upset. I was all
ready to go. Then I started

Furthermore, students
who had problems with the last
minute reschedule would have

park their cars across campus behind Jogues

getting all the phone calls and

moved in as soon as complete

Hall, and then walk back home. Worth the

than their mention of the hurri-

emails - some with conflicting

power was restored, had they

money?The jury's still out

cane - contempt for having to be

information. I was very upset

home another week.

about the whole situation."

known it was possible. For example, Slawek Guzierowicz '14

prided itself on being a welcoming community, always ready to invite new people

"I was very upset. I was all
ready to go. Then I started getting

-AllesandroJannuzzi '14

could not move in on the newly
proposed day because his father
was scheduled for surgery. Luck-

all the phone calls and emails

in and engaging them in the fun events
on campus - yet now, with our new Guest

- some with conflicting informa-

from students@fairfield.edu said

Pass rules, this is quickly disintegrating.

tion. I was very upset about the

that "normal university op-

his area coordinator and was able

When we want a friend to come visit us

whole situation," said Alessandro

erations have resumed," but that

to move in the week before. Not

on campus, they are limited to staying

lannuzzi '14.

some parts of campus still had

all students were as lucky.

only a few nights. And if, for some crazy

But it was not just the tease

ily for him, Guzierowicz e-mailed

Based on the details and

about giving students the option

of getting so close to move-in

accidentally fall out of their pocket- they

day without the moving that was

frequency of those emails, the

are given a hundred dollar fine! Because

upsetting. The fact of the matter is

new move-in schedule seemed

restored for fear of early pre-'

college isn't expensive enough.. .although

that students who live on campus

reasonable. What seems incon-

semester partying?

we're sure the University is going to love

pay upwards of $10,000 for hous-

sistent and flawed about the uni-

the extra income!

ing, and they will never get back

versity's handling of the situation

question for sure, but one can

the money they paid for that time

is the lack of updates and options
after power was restored shortly

definitely say that Fairfield left us

after those emails were sent.

on.

tion for Fairfield - not everyone even
received the email about the changes in
Guest Passes. As far as we've heard, the

(let alone the week itself).
The email received by
students from Charles Sousa,

•Mold in the old
apartments!

Was the university worried

limited or no power.

reason they forget their Guest Pass or let it

Another failure in communica-

• Saving 50% buying
Quick Center tickets at
the Info Desk by using
your Stagcard.

and take a hot shower.

New Jersey to Massachusetts all
had something in common other

Fairfield University has always

•Teachers being out of
the country during syllabus week.

to move in when power was

No student can answer that

• Tragic, untimely
death of Dory the office
fish.

in the dark when the lights came

As students were eager to

• Rainy weather all last
week.

townhouses didn't get the email. How
are students supposed to be prepared
for these new changes if they're not even
aware changes have been made? We

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLES:

realize there have been a lot of changes
recently on campus, but please - get the
communication together, Fairfield. We
want to make this a successful year, and
we can't do it if we don't know what's
going on.
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and
contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and
submitted by email at info@farfieWmirror.
com or Box AA
All letters to the editor that are appropriate
will be published either in print or online.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters
and articles for content length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks, and should
contain correct and factual information
not exceeding 500 words.

"It was not a loss,
but a change."
' Karen Donoghue, Dean of Students (p. 3, in reference to the effects of the
hurricane on the University community)

• The $100 fine for not
having a guest pass on
file.

• Fairfield University buying out a completely good bookstore
in the town of Fairfield.
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Students Dig the New Digs
BY MARY KATE MCCORMICK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Arriving on campus this semester meant beautiful,
brand new housing for 460 lucky Fairfield students.
Students living in the renovated Dolan Hall apartments, 70 McCormick Road, and 51 Mclnnes Road were
met with larger, cleaner rooms than ever experienced,
new appliances, clean bathroom facilities and lounges,
as well as the convenience of living on campus.
Just as tht Office of Residence Life had hoped,
there seem to be positive reactions to the three
new housing buildings on campus. When residing students were interviewed, there were fewer
complaints than compliments regarding the new
facilities.
Dolan Hall
Dolan Hall, formerly dorm style living consisting of quad, triple, double and single rooms to
students of varying grade levels, is now a completely renovated apartment building, housing groups
of four, six or eight. The new facilities boast full
kitchens, common areas, full and half bathrooms,
and spacious double bedrooms for both juniors and
seniors.
When asked about her new apartment, Dorothy
Montick'12 described her bedroom as "huge" and
"very different" compared to other rooms she had
previously lived in on campus. As a senior student graduating early, living on campus was more
sensible and cost efficient as compared to signing a
beach lease. She and her seven roommates agreed
that the space is perfect for them, citing the spacious kitchen bar seating as their favorite part of
their new housing. Montick remarked that Dolan
Hall can be a far walk from classes and the rest of
campus, but stated, "It's not a big deal if you're not
in a big rush and if the weather is nice."
Nick Lauretti, a senior commuter, remembers
living in a single in Dolan Hall as a freshman and "hating how far it was from other freshman." Lauretti also
commented that the building was "creepy, run down
and made it hard to meet new people," but after touring
the new apartments thinks there has been a big improvement. "The apartments make Dolan a more social
hall and seem like a completely different building," he
remarked.
70 McCormick Road

70 McCormick Road, a newly constructed building, nestled between Campion and Jogues Halls, serves
as the "Service for Justice" residential college. The hall
features a common lounge on every floor, as well as
pristine bathroom and room facilities.
When asked what she thought of her new dorm,
Maggie Barzin '14 stated that the building is"beautiful
and so much nicer than living in Regis," which is where
she resided freshman year. She described her first floor

isolated from friends. But it turns out that their friends
usually end up walking over to 70 McCormick instead
because the rooms are bigger and it's closer to the Quad
- a place where things are always going on and there's
room to throw a football with the guys.
In conclusion, students'only complaints seemed
to be that other sophomore friends were living across
campus.
51 Mclnnes Road
The new apartments at 51 Mclnnes Road
are another building housing both junior and
senior students in groups of four, six, and eight.
Located close to the library, Bannow, and the
BCC, as well as Kostka and Claver, 51 Mclnnes
boasts brand new facilities, giant picture windows in every apartment, and the convenience
of on-campus living.
When asked about his new place, senior
Jordan DiBona described his six-person apartment as "better than any place I have ever lived
on campus," which include the townhouses
during his junior year. He stated that the apartment is "very large and roomy, even with six
guys living there," and that all of his and his
roommate's classes are nearby, making living at
51 Mclnnes much more convenient than living
off campus.
Another pair of senior roommates were
lying on the grass outside their new apartment
and remarked that their new rooms are "huge
and have all the closet space we need."

It seems that unless those students with
negative opinions are not speaking up, the new
housing options on campus have been very
well received. The convenience of living on
Vincent Ferrer/The Mirror campus combined with the allure of brand
new facilities seem to be the key motivators
in living in Dolan hall, 70 McCormick and 51
room as having "wicked high ceilings that make it seem
Mclness.
a lot bigger" and her common areas as "great," due to
new couches and air conditioning. Any Fairfield student
who has spent time in the dorms during hot weather
*
knows that air conditioned lounges on every floor are a
Break something already? Students can fill out
big deal and a great escape from the hot dorm rooms.
work
orders by logging on to Stagweb, going to
Another group of 70 McCormick Road male stuthe
"My
Services" tab, and clicking the new work
dents remarked that they were initially angry because
order form.
most of their friends were living in Kostka and Bellarmine, leading to the assumption that they would be

The Mathematics Behind the Meal
BY MARTIN O'SULLIVAN
OPINION EDITOR

Ask any student how they
feel about the food in Barone - or
don't, because you can probably
already guess the answer.
But hey, if you're running in
right before your 8 a.m. class, they
have the morning essentials - a
bowl of Special K, an orange, a bagel
- whatever will get you through the
morning. But do you know how
much you're paying for those meals?
The school tells us the big numbers,
but how much does each individual
meal really cost?
It turns out that by paying for
each meal individually in cash,
either in Barone, Jazzman's or The
Stag, you'd actually end up saving
money.
Let's take a look at the most
basic meal plan. 12 meals per
week, 100 dining dollars for the
semester... $2,365. How does one
calculate each swipe? Subtract the
dining dollars, as the prices you
pay with them are equal to those
of paying in cash. No discount for
using so we're left with... $2,265.
To calculate how many meals
this plan gives you in a semester,
one must multiply the amount of
meals by the amount of weeks in a

semester. This semester, we'll give
the generous number of 16 weeks
(this includes the last half week of
finals). So, 12x16 = 192 meals in a
semester.
What's next? Divide the
amount of meals into the price of
the plan without Dining Dollars.
2,265/192 = $11.80 for each
swipe. Every time you swipe into
Barone, you are paying over ten
dollars. Forget a simple breakfast!
A full dinner at the cafeteria is
barely equal to that (in terms of
satisfaction at least.) And that's
only the basic meal plan... Going
by the same math, here's a look at
the others...
14 meals per week + 50 dining dollars/semester: $10.80 per
swipe.
19 meals per week (no dining
dollars): $8.55 per swipe.
10 meals per week + 300 dining dollars/semester: $14.78 per
swipe.
7 meals per week + 600 dining
dollars/semester: $19.33 per swipe
40 meals per semester + 200
dining dollars per semester: $11.25
per swipe.
65 meals per semester + 200
dining dollars per semester: $10.62
per swipe.
A call to the Stagcard office a

week before school started revealed
that paying in cash for each meal
costs $6 for breakfast, $8 for lunch,
and $10 for dinner. So technically,
by paying in cash for both your Barone swipes and Dining Dollars, you
would be saving money... except
perhaps for the plan of nineteen
meals a week. But let's be serious who wants to eat at Barone 19 times
in a week?
So juniors and seniors, seriously consider the facts before
you buy a meal plan. You could be
saving you and your parents a lot
of money for a meal plan that you
barely use. (Sorry, freshman and
sophomores, but you are forced
into having one... thanks again,
Fairfield.)
But if you already have a meal
plan and are trying to get your
money's worth, why not grab an
extra bagel on the way out for
later? According to the Student
Handbook, this is considered
"stealing from the University." A
bagel that probably costs less than
the spare change in your pocket.
So the question is... who's really
stealing from whom?
Feel like changing your meal plan?
You can go to www.fairfield.edu/student/mealplan/ or call (203) 254-4009.

The Breakdown
12 meals per week +100 dining dollars /semester: $2,365
2365-100=2265
12*16=192 meals in a semester
2265/192= 11.80 per swipe
14 meals per week + 50 dining dollars/semester: $2,490
2490-50=2440
14*16=224 meals in a semester
2440/224=10.80 per swipe
19 meals per week (no dining dollars): $2,600
19*16=304
2600/304=8.55 per swipe
10 meals per week + 300 dining dollars/semester: $2,665
2665-300=2365
10*16=160 meals in a semester
2365/160=14.78 per swipe
7 meals per week + 600 dining dollars/semester: $2,765
2765-600=2165
7*16=112 meals in a semester
2165/112=19.33
40 meals per semester+200 dining dollars per semester. $650
650-200=450
450/40=11.25 per swipe
65 meals per semester+200 dining dollars per semester: $890
890-200=690
690/65=10.62 per swipe

The Vine
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IT'S ALL ABOUT FASHION
BY MARY KATE MCCORMICK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Everyone is seated and the lights are
dimmed. The music begins and the
audience shifts in their seats, eyes focused on the runway. Ihe first model bursts
through the curtains and New York Fashion
Week begins.
Every September since 1943, New York
City has hosted a weeklong exhibition of
next season's fashion trends according to the
most popular and influential designers. This
year, the event is taking place September 8th
through 15th.
Sponsored by Mercedes-Benz, this weeklong celebration of changing trends is important to designers, retail stores, fashion publication, and the general public. Fashion Week
dictates what is "in" and determines the new
spring trends in clothing, jewelry, make up
and overall style.
The majority of Mercedes-Benz Fashion
Week this year is taking place in Lincoln Center, although other venues throughout Manhattan will host smaller shows and presentations.
How to Get Tickets to a Fashion Show
Attending a show begins with an invitation, which can be very hard to come by.
Designers invite celebrities, editors and
employees at fashion magazines, the press
and a select few not involved in the fashion business who will
help to promote their fashion line.
However, there is always a way to score an invitation to a
show if you have the right connections.
In my case, I was a lucky intern who filled in when the
office had extra tickets.
The audience
Although the clothing in a fashion show is the most important part of the presentation, the atmosphere, music and
level of attendance also impact the experience of attending a
fashion show.
The energy before, during and following a fashion show
is a big part of what makes Fashion Week so exciting.
The most important guests are seated in the front row,
with everyone else in the rows behind them and a standing
section around the perimeter of the venue.
Once everyone is seated, the lights are turned down and
music fills the room. Everyone stares at the beginning of the
runway and the audience is silent as the first model emerges.
As the show continues, everyone from professional photographers to people with cell phone cameras are snapping
photos and clapping enthusiastically as the beautiful pieces in

Mary Kate McCormick/The
Mirror
Top: Outside MercedeBenz Fashion Show in
NYC. Left: Models line
up before the show

the collection are presented.
The shows are extremely
fast paced and usually last for
20 minutes or less. The energy
of the room is dictated by the
upbeat music, the speed of the
models on the runway and the
applause from the crowd.
Afterwards, reporters
and photographers swarm the
runway and publicity for next season's trends begin.
Impact of Fashion Week
As college students, our budgets are tight, so we're probably not wearing stylish new pieces from straight off the runway to parties on the weekends. However, the trends by top

designers are mimicked by all other clothing retailers and you
will find clothes like those presented during Fashion Week in
every store from Barney's to Forever 21.
Keeping up with fashion trends is a fun way to spice up
your wardrobe and expand your everyday style.

Stacy London brings fashion to Trumbull
Half of the duo responsible for "What Not to Wear" shows Trumbull Mall true fashion

What are the trends
for Spring 2012?

BY ASHLEY ZANGARA
VINE EDITOR

Looking for something different to do this weekend?
Interested in fashion and/
or beauty? Starting this
Friday, Westfield Trumbull
Mall will host the third annual Westfield Style Tour, which offers you a
"total sensory fashion experience."
If that doesn't sound appealing enough, Style for- Hire stylists,
trained by Stacy London from
TLC's hit show, "What Not to Wear,"
will be there to assist you during the
whole event. One-on-one consultations may take place and you will
be able to ask the stylists questions
while they recommend different
clothing options for your body type
from the Weshield Style Closet.
Not only do you receive pro-

fessional advice from top clothing
stylists, but you also will have the
opportunity to get the inside scoop
on the hottest looks in makeup and
accessories for this fall season. The
Westfield Beauty Bar offers samples
and demonstrations of different
techniques for looking your best!
Even if you don't want to actively participate in this amazing
experience, you can relax in the
custom-designed Westfield Style
Lounge, where you can pick up the
opening issue of Westfield Style
Magazine. London is the editor-inchief of the magazine, which serves
as a fashion guidebook with articles on the latest fall trends, as well
as stories on Westfield retailers and
the products they promote.
Before you leave, be sure to
pick up your discount card and

• Sequins

other cool giveaways from the
beauty lines you encounter during
your visit.
This event can help you walk
away with newfound knowledge
and confidence when it comes to
looking good. Everybody wants to
feel comfortable with his or her
style, and London will help that
happen. This is a great opportunity to ask stylists and makeup
artists for some money- saving
tips and how to dress nicely on
a college budget. So, take this
weekend to indulge your inner
fashionista at Westfield Trumbull
Mall. The event ends Sept. 18, so
don't miss out.

• Loose, flowing fits
• Bright, neon colors
• Watercolor prints
• Crop top shirts
• Floral printed
shorts
• Long skirts and
dresses with high
Contributed by Factory PR

Stacy London brings Wesftield Style Tour to Trumbull, a fashion
event that targets the college student audience.
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"My prayer is that
we might never
forget the events of
September 11th and
never forget who
died on that day."

-Fr. Charles
Allen
Top: Heidi Jaye '14 plants
a flag during the 9/11 remembrance. Bottom: Father Charles Allen makes
his speech.

REMEMBER
THE FALLEN
BY LOAN LE

VINE DIRECTOR
A small group of people gathered on the
Barone Campus Center Traffic Circle,
encircled by red, white and blue flags.
The afternoon sun shined and a light breeze
moved the small American flags.
Last
Friday,
Fairfield
University
commemorated the victims of the Sept.
11 attacks. This year marked the tenth
anniversary of the terrorist attacks, which
had killed 2, 977 victims.
Students and faculty paid tribute to
those who had fallen, including the 14
alumni who had died in the attacks.
The Glee Club opened the ceremony
with a performance of Star Spangled Banner.
Alex Peras '14 sang Josh Groban's "You Raise
Me Up."
Father Charles Allen, S.J., remarked on
the event and the effect that it had on the
nation.
"My prayer is that we might never forget
the events of September 11* and never forget
who died on that day," Fr. Allen said.
In the face of a war-torn world, people

still hold steadfast to their patriotism.
"We were attacked for our lifestyle
and our freedom as Americans," Rob Vogel
'12, FUSA vice president, said. "We were
attacked for all the reasons we have to be
proud of. The best way that we can honor
who were lost in 9/11 is if we continue to
live our lives with deepened pride of our
American tradition, our freedom, our
values, our society, our dreams and our
way of life."
Reminders of the 9/11 attacks are seen
every day at the University. A plaque in the
Barone Campus Center commemorates
Patrick McGuire '82, one of the victims
of the attacks. Outside the Alumni Hall,
and a steel part from the debris found at
Ground Zero is embedded in the ground
and engrained with the names of the 14
fallen alumni.
In his closing statements, Vogel
said: "Let us tribute the victims not by
avoiding taking things for granted due to
the fear of losing them, but rather, to be
fully alive in each moment, accompanied
by the appreciation of all that we have."

Loan Le/The Mirror
Fairfield University expresses its patriotism by hanging an American flag outside the Barone Campus Center.

The University honors the 14 alumni who
perished in the Sept. 11 attacks:

Michael Andrews '89
Jonathan Cappeflb '00
Chris Dunne '95
Steve Hagis '91
Jot Hetter '86
Mitch Jacobs '69
Michael Lxrnden '86
Irani McGuinn 74
Patrick McGuire '81
William Micciulli '93
Marc Marolo '95
Christopher Orgiefewicz '87
Johanna Sigrmmd '98
Christopher Siattery '91

NEW SHOWS TO WATCH

BY ASHLEY ZANGARA
VINE EDITOR

Show Obsessions

It's about that time of the year again; when the
warm weather begins to fade and our favorite
television shows come back on the air. Be sure
to cozy up to the season premieres of the following programs this month:

The Office (NBC)
Premieres: Thursday, Sept. 22, 9 p.m.

New Girl (Fox)

The Office falls under the "mockumentary"
category and was a situation comedy TV series originally developed in the UK. This show
follows around different members of an office
building, documenting their funny situations.
Steve Carell's character plays the regional manager and manages to spew obnoxious, awkward
dialogue throughout the whole show.

How I Met Your Mother (CBS)

Premieres: Tuesday, Sept. 21, 9 p.m.

Premieres: Monday, Sept. 19, 8 p.m.

After watching the trailer for this
series, I'm actually quite excited
for it to begin. Actress Zooey Deschanel breaks up with her boyfriend and is looking for a place
to live when she finds three
male roommates who allow her
to come live with them. It'll be
interesting to see how this pans
out.

How I Met Your Mother has been a personal
favorite of mine for a while now. It takes place
in the year 2030 as the main character, Ted
Mosby (Josh Radnor), recounts to his children
the story about how he met their mother, hence
the title. It was nominated for "Outstanding
Comedy Series" in 2009 and also features other
famous actors such as Alyson Hannigan, Jason
Segel, Cobie Smulders and Neil Patrick Harris.

Premieres: Friday, Sept. 23, 10 p.m.
The main character, Maria Bello,
is a female detective working
in a male-dominated field. She
must hold her own in a tough
New York City precinct.

Premieres: Monday, Sept 19, 10pm
Set back in 1963, this show is meant
to focus on the first Playboy Club in
Chicago. Some actors and actresses
you can count on seeing in this series
include: Amer Heard, Eddie Cibrian,
Naturi Naughton and Laura Benanti.

rnntribnted Phntns

Peace in the Middle East?
BY JULIE WHITTAKER

ARRIVING AT A NEW PLACE
CAN BE EXCITING...
AND STRESSFUL

GOT A SITUATION?
WANT TO TALK ABOUT IT?

CALL (203) 254-4000 ext. 2146
cniiiil: coiiiis<*liiig(ff laii'fu'ld.edtt

or
"%'ftlk In" beHvern 3 - I pm >1<in. - Fi'r. (no appointment needed)
Dolan CotrinifttlM - Sliil*' 120 (iirxl lo the Health Center)
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CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last September, peace in the Middle East
finally felt imminent. During that month,
exactly one year ago, President Obama
called for a peaceful Israeli and Palestine state
side-by-side within a year; the UN determined
the Palestinian Authority would institutionally be
ready for statehood in a year; and US-facilitated
peace talks between the Palestinian and Israeli
leadership began anew.
Now, it is hard to believe how greatly such
hopes have been crushed. Peace talks ended almost as soon as they began, after the Israeli government refused to extend the moratorium on
settlement construction that the Palestinians and
US demanded. Violence has intensified on both
sides, escalating this summer as extremist groups
in Gaza and Israeli authorities traded fire, catching civilians in the fray. A two-state solution now
seems almost impossible, as the map of the West
Bank shrinks due to Israel's continued construction of the Separation Barrier and settlements,
both illegal by international law, and demolition
of Palestinian homes, schools and livelihoods.
Now the situation appears to be coming to a head
once again, as the Palestinian Authority arrives
in New York on September 19th to submit to the
United Nations an application for statehood.
Whether or not Palestine is recognized as a
state, the implications will be dire. This is not to
say that the application is unwarranted or unilateral (in fact I would argue the opposite), but
rather this is a comment on the realities of the
conflict. Many have predicted a "Third Intifada,"
regardless of the outcome at the UN, as Palestinians respond and protest the Israeli occupation.
Israeli defense and counterterrorism has
always operated with the philosophy of harsh
deterrence, responding to any perceived threats
with a disproportionate response, a silencing

punishment to deter further action. It is not expected that the Israeli government will handle
Palestinian protests any differently, even though
Palestinian groups advocate peaceful resistance,
in the style of the Arab Spring.
Last week, the Israeli army confirmed that it
was training Israeli settlers in the West Bank, providing tear gas and stun grenades, to handle any
unrest after the UN campaign. Setder-violence
against Palestinians and their property has already increased more than 50% this year, and this
preparation encourages further clashes. As relations deteriorate, once again, a solution feels all
the more unreachable and any efforts at peace
seem futile.
However it is important to remember that
even now, peace is not out of the question. The
story of Budrus, a village in the West Bank, reminds us that glimmers of hope remain, despite
the odds. In 2008, the village of Budrus staged
peaceful protests of the Israeli Separation Barrier,
whose construction would split their village and
dividing their home from their farmland.
Israelis and international activists joined
Palestinians of all ideological backgrounds in
these protests, and their cooperative work for
peace saved the village. Since this success, joint
Israeli and Palestinian peace groups have protested the Barrier together in other villages. It is
these people, full of compassion, understanding,
and determination, who offer hope for peace.
While the news unfolds in the upcoming weeks,
it is important to remember that no matter how
bleak the outlook, true peacemakers exist on both
sides of the divide. We must place our hopes for
a peace in the Middle East in these leaders and
support their continued strength, solidarity, and
struggle.
The story of Budrus and its peaceful protests of the Israeli Separation Barrier will be
shown through a Documentary screening and
Q&A session next Tuesday, 9/20, at 7:00 in the
Oak Room.
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"It's Not So Simple" with Beijing
• ••

it's not so simple

Photo provided by Beijing
Left: Beijing members Jack Hoopingarner, Bill Pruchnicki, Eric Thornberg and Thorn Smith. Top: The cover
of their EP "It's Not So Simple."

BY SAM AN HI A SANTANA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Local New Haven band Beijing has just released their EP
"It's Not So Simple" and it's clear just from listening to
their four tracks they will be the ones to watch for.
Forming in the spring of 2011, the quartet went on
to write, record and produce their EP over the summer on
their own.
After hearing a few of their songs, I was immediately
brought back to my high school years where I would just lay
in bed for hours, listening to bands like Weezer and Social
Distortion and counting down the days until Warped Tour.
Though the band gets many comparisons, they try to stay
clear of today's music categories.
"We actually make a real conscious effort to avoid draw-

t
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ing inspiration from what's out there right now," says guitarist
Thomas Smith. "I think as a result of that, a lot of the music
that we grew up listening to in the 90s has come through in
our songwriting."
The first two tracks off the record, "Glitch" and "Hands in
Front," are reminiscent of the early 90s indie era.
"Glitch," one of the first songs written once the band
was formed, according to Smith, is a perfect start to the EP.
The beginning chords within the first few seconds of "Glitch"
resemble Silversun Pickup's "Lazy Eye," so naturally I was
hooked. The second track, "Hands in Front," keeps the same
agro-indie sound, but the tone vocalist Eric Thornberg uses
takes on a rough and gruffer approach.
My personal favorites off the EP, "Come Right Back" and
"New Beginning" combine that grungy yet beautiful guitar
sound with heartfelt lyrics, which remind me so much of Less
Than Jake's "Rest of My Life."

Some would classify the sound of these tracks as "emo"
because the band begins to show somewhat of a softer side
with a more melodic beat and harmonious vocals.
Beijing is in the process of writing a full length album
which they expect to record sometime next year.
"We're actually currently working on a double LP. One
album is going to focus on our noisy pop style, and the other
is going to be a little darker and grungier," said Smith. "Our
goal right now is to complete 20 new songs by the end of 2011
and begin recording by early 2012. We're probably about half
way through that writing process right now."
Overall, "It's Not So Simple" proves to be an excellent
start for a band that only formed months ago. Their songs are
concise, and Beijing shows their versatility with their sound
throughout the EP.
You can get "It's Not So Simple" on iTunes, or you can
get it for free courtesy of their website. Check them out! Trust
me, you'll thank me later.
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Interview with Sam Adams
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UIT DRINKING
ND GET^IILTURED
BY AMBER NOWAK
CHIEF COPY EDITOR

F airfield students need not travel far
in search of entertainment. This
year, the Quick Center for the Arts
has scheduled an array of events as a part
of the 2011-12 Arts and Minds season,
"Come Curious - Leave Inspired." September's schedule yields a selection of events
including dance, lecture, visual art and
theater.
On Sept. 15, the Quick Center's Kelly
Theater will screen the National Theater
of London's "One Man Two Governors," by
Richard Bean. The live screening, which
will occur in real time with the London
stage production, is at 2 p.m. An encore
screening will follow at 7 p.m. Student tickets are $15.
At 8 p.m. on Friday, the Quick Center
will host its free-admission event Fri. Night
Out @ the Quick! with Spanglish Fly. The
event is described as a "dance party with
Brooklyn-based Latin/soul/bugalu band,
Spanglish Fly."
On Saturday Sept. 17 at 8.pm. the
Quick Center will showcase a number
of ballroom dance presentations by renowned ballroom dance champions--some
of whom have been featured on such shows
as America's Got Talent and So You Think
You Can Dance. Complimentary ballroom

dancing lessons for the audience will be
offered prior to the show at 7 p.m.
A number of lectures are also scheduled for September. These include Chief
White House Correspondent and political director for NBC News Chuck Todd on
Mon. Sept. 19 at 8 p.m., Research Professor
of Jewish policy and Director of the Berman Jewish Policy Archive at NYU Wagner
Dr. Stephen Cohen on Wed. Sept 21 at 7:30
p.m., and Fairfield's own Professor of Politics, and author of "Sexual Violence and
Armed Conflict", Dr. Janie Leatherman on
Tues. Sept. 27 at 7 p.m.
"The Quick Center has a longstanding
tradition of offering enriching and enlivening programming," Regina A. Quick Center
director Gary Wood told Fairfield University in a press release. "But perhaps more
than any other, the 2011-12 series offers
truly dynamic variety."
Student discounts are available for all
events. Tickets can now be purchased in
the Barone Campus Center by the Information Desk at a QuickTix Kiosk from 11 p.m.
to 4 p.m. on Wednesdays. A 50 percent discount will be offered to students who use
their Stagcards to purchase tickets at the
kiosk. Tickets can also still be purchased at
the Quick Center Box Office.

Check out
the Quick
Center
schedule at:
www. fairfield.edu/
arts/qc_
schedule,
html
From right: Chuck Todd, Chief
White House Correspondent;
Dr. Stephen Cohen, director
of the Berman Jewish Policy
Archive at NYU Wagner; Ivan
Terrazas and Sara Grdan, one
of the world's most renowned
Argentine Tango couples; actors
in " One Man, Two Guvnors;"
Sandip Burman, improvised Indian classical musician. Photos
provided by Michael Horyczun.
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Right Bite: 16 Handles
BY ARIEL MORRIAR

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

ANew York based company called 16 Handles
has found a new home in
Fairneld. According to CTpost.
com, the frozen yogurt restaurant chose the town because of
its "dense, upper middle class
population" and the residents'
high demand for a more health
conscious lifestyle. The unique
name 16 Handles symbolizes the
16 flavors served.
The restaurant is close to
campus, conveniently located on
the Post Road next to Pinkberry,
another frozen yogurt restaurant
in town. Both serve delicious
guilt-free fro-yo that customers
love to eat, but minus the guilt experienced after eating ice cream.
However, 16 Handles seems to be
having a lead as far as variety.
Unlike its competitor, 16
Tom McKiver/The Mirror
Handles serves a selection of
sixteen delicious flavors with funky An employee serves a customer at 16 Handles. The new restaurant serves 16 flavors, including Birthday Cake, Coffee Break and Peanut Butter Confession.
names such as Birthday Cake
supplies, like cups and forks, are eco-friendly. They even
(which tastes just like homemade cake), Peanut Butter Con- to 7 bucks. The price can be overlooked when you're paying for
give customers the option of printing or not printing the retasty frozen yogurt that melts in your mouth and with the fun you
fession, Coffee Break and Coconut Castaway. Every week
ceipts, in hopes that you will join the cause and save paper!
have mixing flavors and picking toppings.
or two, the flavors are alternated, so in total there are fifty
16 Handles' socially responsible attitude is not restrictThe entire restaurant embraces high technology. There
different flavors and fifty toppings.
ed to their chains of restaurants. Partnering with Trees for
are flat screen televisions that display the flavor and nutriThe employees are pleasant Everything is self-served. SurThe Future, every day sixteen trees are planted, estimating
prisingly, there are no sized cups or extra topping costs. Everything tion facts about each flavor, reassuring that you are making
is priced by weight—52 cents per ounce. This may seem inexpena healthy choice! What makes 16 Handles even cooler is that to about 480 trees a month! If that doesn't make you want to
the store's dedication to our environment. Their lighting and become a customer, the frozen yogurt will!
sive; however, a normal serving size plus toppings can cost you 6

Grow your
own way

No two career paths are alike*
That's why we help you design your own.
We'll provide the training, coaching, and
experiences to help you build relationships
and take advantage of opportunities that
will help shape your career—at PwC and
beyond. Find out how you can grow your
own way at www.pwc.tv

pwc

© 2011 PricewaterhouseCoopers US', All rights reserved, !rs thistlc-cumen:.
"PwC"! refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers 1.LP (a Delaware limited liability
partnership), which is a member firm of pricCTvatcrhouscGoopers International
Limited, each member firm of which is a separate legal entity. We arc proud to be
an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employe.
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His iPhone / Her BlackBerry
Joe McConville
If you're reading this, congratulations!

Mari0 Mazzaro

Freshman Survival 101
Stay on campus on the weekends! You

You've survived your first week at Fairfield

miss so much if you go home all the time.

Congratulations! If you're reading
this article, that means you've survived

University!

If you think there is nothing to do but party

your first weekend at college and (with

getting friendly with the people on your

on campus, think again! FUSA runs many

few exceptions) you weren't so outra-

floor.

events every weekend catered specifically
to students. Yes, everyone needs a break

geous that you were expelled within

You have successfully navigated your
first weekend of partying.
First things first- let's cover Barone eti-

seven days.

your dorm with a full but not so satisfied stomach, you might want to try

For one, it saves you from some awkward bathroom encounters (I still don't

quette. Barone, also known as the dining

to recharge their batteries every once in a

Great job, froshies!

know who lived in Jogues first floor south

hall, Bar-One, or just simply "let's go get

while but, when you're going home every

Only about 140 more weeks of this and

side, and my roommate still makes fun

food", is the primary eating facility on cam-

weekend, you're missing out on so many

pus. To start, NEVER go to eat immediately

on campus experiences.

after your 5-6:15pm class ends. Barone will
be a madhouse, and the odds of getting a

Get involved on campus! Don't like the

you'll be done with college.
But before we get to graduation, let's
slow it down to freshman year. I suppose

of me for being an awful neighbor) and it
also will help at the end of the year when
the unspeakable rolls around: building

programs offered? Join one of the many com- as the big, bad, upperclass-woman that I
mittees and suggest fresh new ideas that will
am, I should be advising all of you of the

damages.

seat are slim to none. This brings up my
second tip: always find a seat BEFORE

be fun for all. Taco or laser tag themed events

Public Safety is called to clean up someone's

you get your food. This prevents having

are the greatest, but that's just me. It's a great

to stand around awkwardly and makes

way to meet people!

everything less stressful. Everyone hates
being awkward. I'll leave the rest of Barone

Meeting upperclassman opens up a
whole new world for you that includes but

ins and outs of Fairfield University.
Well, I guess I'll start with the basics.
Learn your way around campus. It's cool for
you this year, asking for help, getting a little
leeway with the professors; but now, I have

In short, this means that every time
vomit, you all have to pay $100. So befriend
your neighbor.
And then tell him or her, ever so kindly,
keep it down, kid.

tips to BlackBerry girl while I handle more

is not limited to car-access and invitations

no excuse for not knowing where the heck

prevalent matters.

to parties. When it comes to parties, don't

the engineers have their classes. I just look

less, kicking year at Fairfield. Oh, and in

be That Guy. There will always (regrettably)

like a big, old idiot.

case you forgot, the whole basis of college

Moving on to the next topic: your social

These should be the basics for a pain-

life- really one of the only important things

be those nights where one student doesn't

you will probably remember from college.

know their limits and ends up making a

there for your dining experience - that all

is - get this - academics.
Mr. iPhone over there seems to for-

fool of themselves or needs to be taken to a

you need is a copy of "Barone: A Survival

get that sometimes.

hospital. Don't let it be you.

Guide" and you're in the clear - but, alas,

For all of you freshmen coming in with
significant others in other schools, or back
home, you will notice that the minute you

At the same time, respect your RA's.

I'd love to tell you that there's hope out

and keep up your grades, just so Mom can
smile when she puts your Dean's List certifi-

walk onto campus, your world expands

They're people too, and they hate the pa-

to have to rely on Mr. iPhone and myself for

and you begin to meet a plethora of new

perwork that comes with a write up almost

advice.

people. You suddenly have a huge market,

as much as you hate being written up.

and you will undoubtedly find yourself

You respect them. They respect you.

interested in someone new.

Everybody wins. Mazeltov.

BOOM.
Serious relationships transform into a
nuclear Armageddon that leaves everyone
upset. Don't let a long-distance relationship
bring you down or prevent you from making
friends and having a good time. You don't

Rule number one: Avoid the fish. Just
do it. You'll thank me later.
Rule two: Hold out for the stir fry sta-

cate on the refrigerator for all her Book Club
friends to see.
Corny?
Yes.

My friend's father, a bro in the classi-

tion. You may not know the wonder that

Satisfying?

cal sense, once said, "The longest time in
college is the first two weeks, the shortest
time in college is the four years that fol-

lies behind that do-it-yourself rectangle,
but you'll appreciate it soon. Again, just

Absolutely.

trust me.

low." Take his"bro-losophy"to heart and
embrace it with everything you do.

new tea bags and coffee machines. As the

want to look back on your four short years at
FU and think, "What was I thinking?"

So you might want to heed my advice

that book does not exist. You're just going

Rule three: Appreciate the shnazzy
saying goes, it's not much, but it's home.

-Sent from my iPhone

-Sent from my Verizon Wireless Blackberry

And then, once you mosey back to

Cartoon by Vin Ferrer/The Mirror

Want to draw cartoons for The Mirror? Email info@fairfieldmirror.com
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IN SPORTS

THE WEEK THAT WAS IN FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS

Sports Shorts

What To Watch For
Wednesday- NO GAMES

Men's Rugby - The Men's Rugby team
won 34-5 against Hofstra at home this
past weekend. Dan McGrath scored two
tries in the Stags' impressive victory to
start off the year.
Volleyball - The Stags took one of three
matches at the Holly Young Invitational in
Durham, NH, defeating host University of
New Hampshire 3-1. Senior Kendal Dirkin had a career high 15 kills. Freshman
Camille Coffey also notched a career high
with 17 kills. The Stags are now 3-7.

Thursday - NO GAMES
Friday- Men's Golf @ Rutgers Invatational.
Saturday - Volleyball VS Canisius 2 p.m., Mens Soccer @
Northeastern 6 p.m.
Sunday - Womens Soccer VS Stony Brook 2 p.m., Volley abll VS Niagara 2 p.m.
Monday - NO GAMES
Tuesday-Mens Soccer @ Stony Brook 7 p.m.

Men's Tennis - Senior Joe Michalisin, and
Sophomore Ian Tesmond fought their way
to first place in first doubles at the Sacred
Heart University Doubles Festival. The
Stags open up MAAC play at home against
Rider on September 21 st.

Field Hockey - Fairfield ran the table at
Stag Classic over the weekend, upending
previously unbeaten Radford by a final tally
of 2-1. The Stags followed up with another
2-1 victory over St. Fracis. Seniors Marit
Westenberg and Leah Furey each scored a
goal.

\

BY THE NUMBERS

3

14

2

Womens GK Kelly
Boudrreau won
the MAAC Defensive Player of the
week award for
the third time in
four weeks

The Fairfield University
Women's Golf team
sliced 14 shots off its
first round score to
card a second round
339attheTowson
Women's Golf Classic
on Monday

Months until Fairfield squares off
against Ed Cooley
and Providence at
the Webster Bank
Arena at Harbor
Yard

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"Our non-conference schedule is very challenging to say the least.

New Sports Blog

We will have to be ready to face high-quality competition early on in the
season, but the players are excited to take advantage of the opportunity,"

Make sure to check out our new Sports Blog with
online-only coverage at sports.fairfieldmirror.com

Because they like to
talk... Sports.

-Coach Sydney Johnson regarding the recently released non-conference schedule. It features games against college basketball heavyweights
such as UCONN, Arizona State and Old Dominion.

Best part about the first

Which Fairfield fall

Intramurals coming up.

Intial reactions to this

before your upcoming
senior year?

weekend of the NFL?

sport has you the most

Who should everyone be

year's freshmen class?

excited?

on the lookout for?

Dobbs Ferry Bar Crawl.

Tom Brady throwing

Women's soccer. Hope

John T has the best leg in

Love the enthtisaism.

Nothing like winning a

for 511 yards on MNF.

Kelly Boudreau and the

Fairfield county. The elite

Jose Reyes jersey.

Enough said.

Stags keep their shutout

striker and the guts of a

First week at the townhouses was an impressive

record alive.

true legend.

turnout. Best time of your

Highlight of the summer

life coming up, have to
enjoy it.

IVEY SPEIGHT
CONTRIBUTING

Going to Dobbs Ferry, vis-

Cardinals still undefeat-

Volleyball. Great fresh-

John T the legend

Just plain jealously. I wish

iting John T, and meeting

ed, the Kevin Kolb era

man class and they

can kick the ball like

I had four more years.

one of his friends LITEE

has officially begun.

have a chance to win
the MAAC this year.

NIICK FOLK

WRITER

Great times with my
JOHN TESSITORE
ASSISTANT
SPORTS EDITOR

boys from Dobbs
Ferry when we went
to Ocean City, MD...
makes any other beach
look like McDonald's
play place

Saw a few kids that looked

SLHHCKNIIIIHCKPWNING THE COWBOYS.

Men's Soccer. The thunder

Hmm. Gotta go with Nick

from down under Michael

Difato in football. "The

a lot like Bernsen, Ivey,

GOOO JETS.

O'Keefe is the best goalie

Captain" knows how to

Jn the MAAC hands down.

fight for those extra yards.

and myself,.Think we
found our predecessors.

EARLY FALL
INTRAMURALS
2011

. Flag Football
• Outdoor Soccer
. Co-Ed Volleyball
• GolfTournament
. Tennis Singles Tourney

Questions?

REGISTER YOURTEAM AT:

Contact*

fairfield.edu/athleticslath_intramurals

Greg Nero
Christy Becker

****NO LATE SUBMISSIONS
WILL BE ACCEPTED****

Fairfield.intramurals@gmail.com

ext. 2067

Twitter: FFLDIntramurals
Facebook: Fairfield University Intramurals

2011 Fall Intramurals
SPORT
Flag Football
Golf
Early Fall Soccer
Tennis Singles
Volleyball
3x3 Indoor
Mid Fall Hoops
Indoor Girls
Lax
Floor Hockey
5x5 BasketLate Fall ball
Billards (8Ball)
Table Tennis

Format
League
Event
League
Tourn
League

Divisions/
Levels
M-A/B
Open
M/W/C
M/W
Co-ed

Registration
Begins
Sept. 2
Sept. 2
Sept. 2
Sept. 2
Sept. 2

Registration
Deadline
Sept. 16
Sept. 16
Sept. 16
Sept. 16
Sept. 26

Captains
Meeting
Sept. 19
None
Sept. 19
None
Sept. 19

Play
Begins
Sept. 20
Sept. 25
Sept. 20
Sept. 24
Sept. 20

Forfeit
Fee
$20
$40
$20
$10
$10

League

M/W/C-A/B

Sept. 23

Oct. 7

Oct. 11

Oct. 12

$10

League
League

W
M/C-A/B

Sept. 23
Oct. 28

Oct. 7
Nov. 11

Oct. 11
Nov. 14

Oct. 12
Nov. 15

$10
$20

League

M/W/C-A/B

Oct. 28

Nov. 11

Nov. 14

Nov. 15

$20

M/W
M/W

Oct. 28
Oct. 28

Nov. 11
Nov. 11

None
None

Nov. 12
Nov. 12

None
None

Event
Event
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Coach Johnson Reacts to the Stags' Tour of Italy
and performed well with

was a great experience

SPORTS EDITOR

contributions from the

for our guys."

Although the Fair-

entire team," he said.
Out of all the new-

es like Venice and Lake

comers to this Fairfield
squad, senior forward Ra-

to mix their fun with hard

BY ERIC BERNSEN

field Men's Basketball
team has a couple of

While exploring placComo, the Stags were able

months before their slate

kim Sanders particularly

work on the court and

of regular season games

stood out against the Ital-

relished in this once in a

begins, the group kept in

ian competition. Sanders

lifetime opportunity.

shape and gained valu-

reached 20 points in three

able experience in an

out of the four contests

identity this summer on

international setting this

while abroad, netting a

the international level was

past summer.

high of 35 points in the

a great way to start off the

Stags' lopsided 101-70 win

school year. While a few

on a 10-day trip to

against Forli. Johnson was

months remain before

Italy and was matched up

full of praise regarding the

the Connecticut 6 Classic

against four local Italian

new Stag transfer.

rolls around, the an-

The team embarked

teams across the country,

"Rakim played great

Building a team

nouncement of the Stags
non-conference schedule

starting off with Roma

and was often the best

Selazione.

player on the court," John-

makes it clear that the

son said. "He plays within

team will not shy away

After an impressive
89-45 victory in Rome,

himself and is very unselfish

from major-conference

the Stags went on to win

with the ball which allowed

powers.

the next three games in

him to enjoy great success
against our competition."

Arizona State, UCONN, Uni-

an impressive fashion as
they traveled from city

The team was able to ex-

With match-ups against
versity of Minnesota and the
Providence Friars, coached

to city. In each contest,

cel on the court during their

multiple players reached

trip, but Johnson stressed

by the one and only Coach

double figures as the unit

how the sightseeing and the

Cooley, Coach Johnson and

learned to come together

time spent learning about

the Stags are ready to make

as a whole. Coach John-

the Italian culture helped his
teams' development.

their presence known on the

son could not have been
happier with the effort put
forth by his squad.

"We definitely had
fun enjoying the Italian

national level before they set

Katherine Elgin/The Daily Princetonian
Coach Johnson is ready start his first season as Fairfield's Men's Basketball head coach.

sights on the familiar faces
ofMAAC.

petition early on in the

for the Stags return to

off-season. The journey

way of life and sightsee-

"Our non-conference

season, but the players

the Arena at Harbor

began in Italy during the

with the way our team
gelled together on the

ing around the country,"

schedule is very challeng-

are excited to take advan-

Yard in Bridgeport, the

dog days of August and as

he said. "It was a group

ing to say the least. We

tage of the opportunity,"

team can be confident

the Stags prepare this fall,

court. We were quick to

of familiar faces in a

will have to be ready to

Johnson said.

that there was no short-

they know their potential

face any kind of adversary

foreign place, so the trip

face high-quality com-

age of preparation in the

is limitless.

"I was very pleased

When the time comes

s^

Phot o Illustration
The highlighted path of the Fairfield Metis Basketball team's 10-day tour of Italy. The players visited Rome, Florence, Venice, Verona, Treveiso, and Lake Como during their trip while going 4-0 in their games.
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Women's Soccer Captures Fairfield Invitational

Photo by Tom McKiver/The Mirror

Top: The Fairfield Women's Soccer team celebrates after Shannon Fay scored their one and only goal against Holy Cross. Bottom Right: Senior Kelly Boudreau saves a ball and shut out Holy Cross 1-0 on Sunday
helped build the program

BY IVEY SPEIGHT

A big part of the de-

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

to what it is today.

It was the highly antci-

ence for everyone to see

Farmington, CT native has

where the program has

already won three out of the

back the Fairfield University

gone from start to now,"

four MAAC Defensive Player

women's soccer teams this

tournament MVP Goal-

of the Week Awards and

"It's a good experipated moment to welcome

past weekend.

fensive success has been
senior Kelly Boudreau. The

keeper Kelly Boudreau

continues to add to her al-

said. Sophomore Carly

ready program best shutout

their home portion of their

Beyar said, "Some of the

record.

schedule by honoring the

girls talked to the people

alumni who built the pro-

who used to play here

though, it's my whole

gram 20 years ago.

and it's amazing how it

defense. I just got to

[the program] improved

come up big, get a couple

The 2011 Stags opened

They hosted the Fairfield University Invitational,
a tournament bringing three

so much."
And what better way

"It's not just me

of saves but they play the
whole game letting noth-

different colleges (Syra-

to display the success over

cuse, Central Conneticut

the past 20 years than going

State, and Holy Cross) from

unbeaten in the tournament

regulars contributing for

around the Northeast to

and recording back-to-back

Fairfield. The squad has

compete on campus.

shutouts?

used at least 19 different

"I think it was an

"It was great, we

ing by them," she said.
It isn't just the

players in each and every

honor for them [the play-

really needed it. It's

game this season, which

ers]," Jim O'Brien said.

a good momentum

shows the depth of this

The seventh year head

booster and we're

particular team.

coach was instrumental

ready for another one,"

in setting up the first

senior captain Jackie

are very, very talented the

ever such competition on

Taylor said. The Stags

future is very bright, not

campus at a time when

improved their record

only for the defense but

he thought the program

to 2-1-2 on the year by

across the board," Coach

was ready. "We felt it was

winning the finale over

O'Brien said.

the perfect scenario for us to

Holy Cross 1-0 on Sun-

host a tournament like this

day afternoon.

and it was a huge success."

In the process they ex-

The Hall-of-Famers

tended their shutout streak

"The young players

With the 20th anniduring the entire season,

the 2011 team is looking to

and alumni were recog-

to 461 consecutive minutes.

'defend'the success of this

nized during a halftime

They have only surrendered

women's soccer program

tribute during the Stags

one goal the entire year and

and started off in the right

Friday night game against

that came in the first half

direction by winning the

Syracuse and applauded

of the opening game of the
season,

Fairfield University Invita-

the athletes who have

. .
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versary being talked about

tipnal

